TESTING OVERVIEW: QuadGuard CPD Model 2A
TESTED BY: Ag-Tech Industries Ltd - 2019

DISTRIBUTION
Public Release – 22nd October 2019

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The purpose of this document is to provide information as to how the equipment was tested along
with an overview of the results.

EQUIPMENT
Equipment
Honda TRX500 & Foreman 350
QuadGuard Model 2A including clamp bar,
mounting hooks and fasteners
Quad Bike Carrier Fixed to Wooden Pallet
Forklift
313kg Steel Weight
Freezer
Heater
Thermometer
Scales

Description
To attach QuadGuard to for crash and on-farm
tests
Equipment undergoing test
To attach QuadGuard to for static tests
Nissan Forklift
Steel Weight with extra weights to exceed 300kg
Chest Freezer
Heater in steel cylinder with removable lid
To test temperature in freezer and heated
cylinder
Heavy duty scales to monitor pressure being
applied in static tests
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Testing Overview
A number of QuadGuard’s were used for this testing in order to get accurate results as to what could
happen to the product if it had never been rolled, along with rolling the same QuadGuard multiple
times to see what impact this had.
The static tests involved attaching the QuadGuard to a quad bike carrier which was fixed to a
wooden pallet. For the cold test, the QuadGuard was placed from room temperature into a freezer
until it got to -20° Celsius. For the heat test the QuadGuard was put from room temperature into a
steel cylinder with a heater in it, and removed when the temperature reached a certain point. A
forklift and weight was then used to apply weight directly on the QuadGuard. Initially the weight was
applied without any extra pressure, then extra pressure was applied by pushing down with the
forklift and scales were used to measure this force.
Crash testing involved the use of a Honda TRX500 and Honda Foreman 350 quad bike, with a
QuadGuard fitted, then rolled and flipped to simulate common quad bike accidents.
On farm testing involved riding a the quad bikes with a QuadGuard fitted, and purposely rolling the
quad bike with the rider allowing the QuadGuard to come in contact with him during the rollover. A
carrier strength test was also undertaken by rolling both quad bikes numerous times with a
QuadGuard fitted. This also helped confirm the type of mounting system to be used, and that it
could handle these types of roll overs.
FEA Testing. The initial QuadGuard we made (version 1A) potentially could of worked but we weren’t
happy with how rigid it was, and to get the desired flexibility it would have been too weak. So FEA
Testing was undertaken by a 3rd party to confirm this current design (version 2A) would work. This
was done before any physical testing, and proved to be accurate, as the stress points and how the
QuadGuard would perform shown in the FEA report were clearly seen in the physical testing.
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Test #
1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
4c
5a
5b
5c
5d
FEA

Description
Static Crush Test – Room Temp | Flat Test
Static Crush Test – Room Temp | Direct Test
Static Crush Test – Cold Flat Test
Static Crush Test – Cold Flat Test | Extra Pressure
Static Crush Test – Heat Flat Test | Extra Pressure
Static Crush Test – Heat Flat Test 2| Extra Pressure
Crash Test – Sideways Roll
Crash Test – Backwards Flip
Crash Test – Forwards Flip
On Farm Crash Test – Rider Rolling
On Farm Crash Test – Rider Pinned by QuadGuard
On Farm Crash Test – Carrier & Mounting Kit Strength
On Farm Crash Test – Multiple Roll
FEA Testing Notes
Summary & Conclusion

Reference
Figure 1, 2
Figure 3, 4
Figure 5, 6
Figure 7, 8, 9
Figure 10, 11, 12
Figure 13, 14, 15
Figures 16 - 21
Figure 22, 23, 24
Figure 25, 26, 27
Figure 28, 29, 30
Figure 31, 32, 33
Figures 34 - 39
Figure 40, 41
Figures 42 - 49
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Static Crush Tests
1. Standard Test | Room Temperature | 313kg weight
a. Flat Test (standard weight)

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

b. Direct Test (standard weight)

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

2. Cold Test | -20° Celsius | Flat Test | 313kg weight
a. -20° Flat Test (standard weight)

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.
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Static Crush Test – continued
b. -20° Flat Test (380kg Pressure)

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

3. Heat Test | 37° & 45° Celsius | Flat Test | 313kg weight
a. Heat 37.3° Flat Test (372kg pressure)

Figure 10.

Figure 11.

Figure 12.

b. Heat 45.3° Flat Test (398kg pressure)

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.
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Crash Tests
4. Crash Test | Honda TRX500 & Foreman 350
a. Sideways Roll (both ways)

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

Figure 21.

b.

Backwards Flip (Foreman 350)

Figure 22. Flip #1 (it stopped the quad)

c.

Figure 25.

Figure 23. Flip #2

Figure 24. After both flips (deformed but intact)

Forwards Flip (TRX500) NOTE: Figure 26 & 27 Clearance between quad bike and ground
(520mm rear of rear carrier, 490mm front of rear carrier, 330mm front of seat)

Figure 26.

Figure 27.
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On Farm Crash Tests
5. On Farm Crash Tests | Honda TRX500 | Honda Foreman 350
a. Rider Rolling (Foreman 350)

Figure 28.

Figure 30.

Figure 29.

b.

Rider Pinned by QuadGuard (TRX500)

Figure 31.

Figure 32.

Figure 33.

c. Carrier & Mounting Kit Strength (TRX500 & Foreman 350 )

Figure 34.

Figure 35.

Figure 36.

Figure 37.

Figure 38.

Figure 39.

d. Multiple Roll (TRX500 & Foreman 350)

Figure 40.

Figure 41.
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FEA Testing Overview
Torso Test
For This Test Nonlinear FEA was used
1. An object 440mm in diameter (a torso) was
placed under the hoop and compressed until the
hoop deflected enough for the sides to touch the
ground. This required about 175kg of force.
2. In this position the torso may see a load 120 140kg across it, (this is rather high and suggest
that the wall thickness could be reduced).
3. That said the pressure on the torso is about
25KPa or 0.25 atmosphere. (Not overly high)
4. Large area of stress, the product is likely to
remain somewhat out of shape but not bust
apart. It may pull back in to shape with some
manipulation.

Figure 42.

Figure 43.

Figure 44.
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FEA Testing Overview – continued

Roll Over Test
For This Test Linear FEA was used
1.The full weight of the bike was applied to the
blue face, with the aim of simulating the moment
of ‘Roll Over’
2. This is a liner FEA so it highlights the stress
points, but won’t give accurate results after the
product begins to yield, however I can compare
this to the linear FEA of the upside down test
3. I believe that in this case the deflection may be
about 300mm where loaded and about 15-20mm
by the mount (bottom corner), again I don't see
the product busting apart, but there will be some
bruising on the plastic at the mounts, modified
mounts would help with this if it’s a problem.
4. This test assumes the full weight of the bike,
this could vary wildly in the real world due to
momentum and terrain etc.

Figure 46.

Figure 45.

Figure 47.
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FEA Testing Overview – continued
Backwards Flip Test
For This Test Linear FEA was used
1. The full weight of the bike was applied simulate the bike going end over, with the aim of simulating
the moment of ‘Flip Over’
2. This is a liner FEA so it highlights the stress points, but won’t give accurate results after the product
begins to yield, ( however I can compare this to the linear FEA of the upside down test that was
preceded by the nonlinear FEA)
3. I believe that in this case the deflection may be about 500mm where loaded there will be minimal
deflection at the mounts, again I don't see the product busting apart.
4. There may be some bruising at the mounts.
5. This test assumes the full weight of the bike, this will vary wildly in the real world due to
momentum and terrain etc

Figure 48.

Figure 49.
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Summary
FEA Report - Summary
The product seems to be at its optimal for its design intent.
If the product is scared by the mounts, there are other mounting designs that could be used. While we
expect this product to mostly perform as intended, full and final proof of the product must come from
physical testing. In any case this product will produce much lesser injuries (if any) than the rigid rear of the
bike.
On a roll over, the simulated computer testing program indicates the centre of the arc will flex but the sides
will remain rigid, providing approximately 400mm of crush protection space between a torso and the quad.
It also indicates the arc will return or spring back to its original shape. However in the event of a heavy or
dynamic crash, and it does not fully recover or shows signs of stress, we would recommend as with a crash
helmet, it is replaced.
Static Crush Tests – Summary
All these tests proved the QuadGuard could exceed the amount of pressure we wanted it to without it
failing. The heat test showed extra stress around the mounts which was predicted in the FEA report, which in
turn defined certain mounting requirements and a small modification to the manufacturing process in view
of strengthening this area.
Crash Tests – Summary
The sideways roll and forwards flip test proved the QuadGuard would provide plenty of space under an
upturned quad bike. The backwards flip test deformed the QuadGuard in the way predicted in the FEA
report, and although it was deformed it still provided space under the quad along with proving it could help
stop the quad bike from going right over in some circumstances.
On Farm Crash Tests – Summary
The results of the rider tests exceeded our expectations, with a lot less injury being inflicted than initially
anticipating. Over twelve rider rollovers were undertaken, with the QuadGuard hitting various areas of the
rider, and the only injury was a small cut in a finger and some very slight bruising. Along with this, the rider
wasn’t restricted from getting off the quad in any of these roll overs. The pinning test would be unlikely to
happen in a real life situation, as the quad would generally tend to roll off the rider, but we did this to see if
the rider could get out from under it which they did and were able to push the quad back on to its wheels.
The carrier and mounting kit strength test resulted in making a slight design change to the mounting system,
and after multiple rollovers, the QuadGuard remain attached and the carriers were still intact.

Conclusion
There isn’t a design standard in place for CPD’s but it’s essential they can do what they’ve been designed for
so some sort of testing needs to be done. Currently no professionally manufactured CPD’s available would
be able to save a quad bike rider from every possible accident situation due to the number of variables with
accidents, but the main purpose of a CPD is to provide extra space under an upturned quad bike.
The QuadGuard performed as predicted by the FEA testing and succeeded in doing what it is designed for.
It will need to be replaced if involved in an extreme rollover. The type of plastic used offers excellent ESCR,
impact strength and contains a long term UV stabilisation package greater than UV8. There will be a five year
life span in place initially, which will be reviewed each year leading up to the first five years the QuadGuard is
on the market, and confirmed by the end of 2024 or before if necessary.
The testing we’ve done has helped us develop the QuadGuard to a standard we’re happy with, so we are
now releasing it to market. Ongoing ‘on-farm’ testing is currently taking place in view of getting real life
evidence, and in view of being eligible for the ACC rebate in New Zealand, we’re currently working with
some independent companies to provide reports on the criteria provided by WorkSafe NZ for CPDs.
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